What's New in CAMS Enterprise – Update Release 14.4.0

Revision Date: 10/31/2013

Following are the various additions or changes made to the application in this release.

General

1. When a large amount of text is used for the FERPA warning, a scroll bar will now display to allow users the ability to see all the text.

Admissions

1. Social Security numbers in Prospect Maintenance and Student Admissions Information windows can now be masked on a per-user setting. CAMS User accounts can be set to show SSN Visibility as Full (entire SSN is visible), Masked (last four digits of SSN is visible, ex. XXX-XX-1234), or None (user cannot see any of the SSN, ex. XXX-XX-XXXX).
2. The Prospect BYOR criteria selections have been enhanced by the addition of “Birth Date From” and “Birth Date To” fields.
3. The Student Correspondence functionality has been enhanced by improving the efficiency of address processing. This will improve the Student Correspondence reports processing for schools with a large number of active addresses in the Address table.

Registration

1. Official and Unofficial Registration has been enhanced by the addition of an “Access Campus” parameter. Users may now select Access Campus(es) as a Registration Parameter which will display only those courses assigned to that campus in Offering Maintenance upon loading the Registration window.
2. Flexible Course Scheduling has been enhanced with the ability to assign default faculty for all meeting dates and times with no faculty already assigned or remove all assigned faculty for all meeting dates and times for a course.
3. Flexible Course Scheduling has been enhanced to now display the course information at the top of the detail window to give users a quick reference to the course while in the schedule detail window.
4. Date validation has been added to Offering Maintenance Course Detail to ensure Course End Dates are on the same or later date than the Course Start Date. Users will be prompted if the end date of a course is before the start date of the course.
5. Social Security numbers in Transcripts Find Student form can now be masked on a per-user setting. CAMS User accounts can be set to show “SSN Visibility” as “Full” (entire SSN is visible), “Masked” (last four digits of SSN is visible, ex. XXX-XX-1234), or “None” (user cannot see any of the SSN, ex. XXX-XX-XXXX).

Financial Aid

1. Indexing has been improved for the COD Message Viewer located at Financial Aid >COD. This will prevent timeout issues when viewing records with a large amount of data.
Health

1. Updated the Health Report (available in Health Maintenance and Health BYOR). The student names are now listed last, first, middle. The College Name is now centered at the top of the report, all dates correctly display in the report.

2. Health BYOR has been enhanced by adding a “Registered in Terms” selection box as criteria when reporting for multiple students. CAMS users may now report on students who are registered in one or multiple terms.

Faculty

1. Social Security numbers in Faculty Information windows can now be masked on a per-user setting. CAMS User accounts can be set to show SSN Visibility as Full (entire SSN is visible), Masked (last four digits of SSN is visible, ex. XXX-XX-1234), or None (user cannot see any of the SSN, ex. XXX-XX-XXXX).

CAMS Manager

1. A new field, SSN Visibility, has been added to User Profiles in User Administration. CAMS User accounts can be set to show SSN Visibility as Full (entire SSN is visible), Masked (last four digits of SSN is visible, ex. XXX-XX-1234), or None (user cannot see any of the SSN, ex. XXX-XX-XXXX). These settings apply to the Find Prospect and Student, Prospect Maintenance, Student Admissions Information, Find Faculty and Faculty Information windows, Financial Aid Maintenance (except the ISIR tab) and Quick Awards.

2. In CAMS Manager >Lookup Table Options >Transaction Documents, added a checkbox called Include T2202A to identify transactions for inclusion in T2202A tuition payment calculations. Also added a checkbox called Include T4A to identify transactions for inclusion in T4A scholarship calculations. These indicators are used for Canadian Tax Forms T2202A and T4A, respectively.

3. A new Online Payment vendor, CyberSource, has been added. Online payments may be taken from the Application, Student, and Alumni/Donor portals.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to set up this Online Payment provider in order to use it with your CyberSource account. Please see the Online Payment Setup documentation for step-by-step instructions.
Tools

1. The Prospect/Student and Test Scores Imports have been enhanced. Importing Students will now create a Registration Student Status record.

2. The New York State SIRIS Export layout has been updated to meet the changes required by the state.

3. The New York State SIRIS Financial Aid export has been updated with two additional fields as required by the state.

4. CAMS has been enhanced by adding ACES2 Processing which will allow law schools the ability to import Student records directly from LSAC into CAMS Enterprise using the ACES2 API using secure authenticated Web Services.

   ***CAMS Manager Action Required
   CAMS Managers will need to contact their LSAC representative to create a report on your ACES2 database with specific requirements. See the ACES2 Processing documentation for complete details.

   CAMS Managers will need to provide users that require it access to this new menu item located in Tools >Processes >Admissions Module >ACES2 Processing.

5. Created import for Alberta Student Number for use by Canadian schools in the province of Alberta only.

   ***CAMS Manager Action Required
   CAMS Managers will need to provide users that require it access to this new menu item located in Tools >Import >Canadian Imports >ASN Import.

6. Created export for Alberta Submission Initiative for use by Canadian schools in the province of Alberta only.

   ***CAMS Manager Action Required
   CAMS Managers will need to provide users that require it access to this new menu item located in Tools >Import >Canadian Imports >ASI Export.

7. Texas State Reports have been updated to conform to current state regulations. Two new reports have been added, CBM0E1 and CBM00S. The unused defunct report, CBM006, has been removed from CAMS.

   ***CAMS Manager Action Required
   CAMS Managers will need to provide users that require it access to the new menu items located in Tools >Export >Texas State Reports >(CBM0E1 and CBM00S).
Faculty Portal

1. Daily Attendance entry has been updated by changing the previous radio button selection to a drop-down selection. Where previously there were a fixed set of radio button selections, the drop-downs will accommodate any number of customized Attend Status entries.

Student Portal

1. The navigation has been improved in the Discussion Forum. The post confirmation and thread list has been moved to the top of the page and breadcrumb navigation has been added to the top of the page.
2. A new Online Payment vendor, CyberSource, has been added. Online payments may be taken from the Application, Student, and Alumni/Donor portals.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to set up this Online Payment provider in order to use it with your CyberSource account. Please see the Online Payment Setup documentation for step-by-step instructions.

Alumni/Donor Portal

1. A new Online Payment vendor, CyberSource, has been added. Online payments may be taken from the Application, Student, and Alumni/Donor portals.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to set up this Online Payment provider in order to use it with your CyberSource account. Please see the Online Payment Setup documentation for step-by-step instructions.

Application Portal

1. A new Online Payment vendor, CyberSource, has been added. Online payments may be taken from the Application, Student, and Alumni/Donor portals.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to set up this Online Payment provider in order to use it with your CyberSource account. Please see the Online Payment Setup documentation for step-by-step instructions.